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ABSTRACT 

Due to its excellent ratio of specific to nondisplaceable uptake, the radioligand 11C-ER176 can 

successfully image 18kDa translocator protein (TSPO), a biomarker of inflammation, in human 

brain and accurately quantify target density in homozygous low-affinity binders. Our laboratory 

sought to develop an 18F-labeled TSPO positron emission tomography (PET) radioligand based 

on ER176 with the potential for broader distribution. This study used generic carbon-11 labeling 

and in vivo performance in monkey brain to select the most promising among six fluorine-

containing analogs of ER176 for subsequent labeling with longer-lived fluorine-18.  

Methods: Six fluorine-containing analogs of ER176—three fluoro and three trifluoromethyl 

isomers—were synthesized and labeled by 11C-methylation at the secondary amide group of the 

respective N-desmethyl precursor. PET imaging was performed in monkey brain at baseline and 

after blockade by PK11195. Uptake was quantified using radiometabolite-corrected arterial input 

function. The six candidate radioligands were ranked for performance based on two in vivo 

criteria: 1) ratio of specific to nondisplaceable uptake (BPND), and 2) time stability of total 

distribution volume (VT), an indirect measure of lack of radiometabolite accumulation in the 

brain. 

Results: Total TSPO binding was quantified as VT corrected for plasma free fraction (VT/fP) 

using Logan graphical analysis for all six radioligands. VT/fP at baseline was generally high 

(222±178 mL∙cm-3) and decreased by 70–90% after pre-blocking with PK11195. BPND 

calculated using the Lassen plot was 9.6±3.8; the o-fluoro radioligand exhibited the highest BPND 

of 12.1, followed by the m-trifluoromethyl (11.7) and m-fluoro (8.1) radioligands. For all six 

radioligands, VT values reached 90% of the terminal 120-minute values by 70 minutes and 
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remained relatively stable thereafter with excellent identifiability (standard errors < 5%), 

suggesting that no significant radiometabolites accumulated in the brain. 

Conclusion: All six radioligands had good BPND and good time stability of VT. Among them, the 

o-fluoro, m-trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro compounds were the three best candidates for 

development as radioligands with a fluorine-18 label. 

 

Keywords: translocator protein, neuroinflammation, positron emission tomography, specific-to-

nondisplaceable uptake, radiometabolites 
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INTRODUCTION 

The mitochondrial protein 18-kDa translocator protein (TSPO) is highly expressed in 

phagocytic inflammatory cells, including activated microglia and reactive astrocytes in the brain 

and macrophages in the periphery (1,2). Although numerous positron emission tomography 

(PET) radioligands have been developed to image TSPO, several limitations have restricted their 

clinical utility for quantifying inflammation in the brain. Of these radioligands, the first-

generation TSPO radioligand 11C-(R)-PK11195 has been the most extensively studied. 11C-(R)-

PK11195 has high affinity for TSPO; however, its utility is limited by low ratio of specific-to-

nondisplaceable uptake (i.e., nondisplaceable binding potential, BPND) in the brain as well as the 

relatively short half-life of 11C (20 minutes) (3,4). Second-generation radioligands, such as 11C-

PBR28, offer a higher in vivo TSPO-specific signal but suffer from sensitivity to the single 

nucleotide polymorphism rs6971 (5,6), such that low-affinity binders (LABs) have too little 

TSPO binding to be accurately measured. This sensitivity to the single nucleotide polymorphism 

both complicates the interpretation of results and requires genotyping in order to exclude LABs 

before imaging. Consequently, new and more effective radioligands are needed to image TSPO.  

Third-generation TSPO radioligands were designed to have adequately high BPND across 

all rs6971 genotypes for reliable quantification and to lack radiometabolite accumulation in the 

brain that interferes with the low specific signal in LABs. In this context, 11C-ER176 is arguably 

the most promising third-generation TSPO radioligand for clinical research (2,7). More 

specifically, it displays high specific binding (>80%), adequately high BPND in LABs, and good 

time stability of total distribution volume (VT) across all genotypes (8,9). Whole-brain BPND of 

11C-ER176 for LABs was 1.4±0.8, which is about the same as that for high-affinity binders with 

11C-PBR28 (~1.2). For all three genotypes, the VT values of 11C-ER176 stabilized within 10% of 
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their final values of 120 minutes by 60–90 minutes, suggesting that no significant amount of 

radiometabolites accumulated in the brain (8).  

In contrast to carbon-11, fluorine-18 has several benefits for clinical PET imaging. Its 

relatively longer half-life (110 versus 20 minutes) allows imaging for a longer period of time and 

for broader distribution of the radioligand from a central radiopharmacy, giving 18F-labeled 

radioligands greater flexibility for widespread use. However, ER176 does not contain a fluorine 

atom in its structure for labeling with fluorine-18. Thus, as a first step towards developing an 18F-

labeled third-generation radioligand, our laboratory synthesized six new fluorine-containing 

analogs of ER176—three isomers with a fluoro group and three with a trifluoromethyl group at 

each of three positions (ortho, meta, and para) of the pendant aryl ring (Fig. 1) (10). In vitro 

studies demonstrated that all six analogs had high affinity for human TSPO (Ki=1.2−7.0 nM) and 

could be successfully labeled with carbon-11 with good yield (66–81% decay-corrected) and 

excellent chemical (>95%) and radiochemical purities (>99%). Selecting the most promising 

radioligand among the six candidates to label with fluorine-18 would significantly reduce the 

time and cost of future investigations; however, in vitro data alone would not provide sufficient 

guidance for this decision. 

The present study used in vivo performance in monkey brain to select the most promising 

of the six 11C-labeled analog(s) of ER176 for subsequent 18F-radiolabeling. The two primary 

performance criteria were BPND and the stability of VT over time, which is an indirect measure of 

lack of radiometabolite accumulation in the brain. Both baseline and pre-blocked PET scans in 

monkey brain were obtained, and brain uptake was quantified as VT using the radiometabolite-

corrected arterial input function.  
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Radiochemistry 

11C-ER176 was synthesized as previously described (11), with a molar activity of 106±65 

GBq/µmol (n=4) at the time of injection and radiochemical purity of 97.1±4.4%. 

Six fluorine-containing analogs of ER176 (Fig. 1) were labeled with carbon-11 at the 

tertiary amide group by 11C-methylation of the respective N-desmethyl precursor as previously 

described (10). Briefly, the labeling precursors were synthesized by amidation of 4-oxo-3H-

quinazoline-2-carboxylic acid followed by Pd-catalyzed coupling with appropriate 

fluorophenylboronic acids for the fluoro isomers—o-fluoro (SF12063), m-fluoro (SF12051), and 

p-fluoro (SF12052)—and trifluoromethylphenylboronic acids for the trifluoromethyl isomers—

o-trifluoromethyl (SF12050), m-trifluoromethyl (SF12057), and p-trifluoromethyl (SF12054). 

Six 11C-labeled TSPO radioligands were then obtained by methylation at the secondary amide 

group of the respective N-desmethyl precursors in dimethyl sulfoxide with 11C-methyl iodide. 

The molar activity was 222±162 GBq/µmol (n=18) for the fluoro radioligands and 111±71 

GBq/µmol (n=10) for the trifluoromethyl radioligands at the time of injection (Supplemental 

Table 1). The radiochemical purity of all radioligands was 99.6±0.5% (n=28).  

 

Animals 

In vivo experiments were performed in nine healthy male rhesus monkeys (body weight, 

12.4±1.3 kg). Anesthesia was maintained with 1–2% isoflurane and 98% O2 for the duration of 

the study. The head was firmly fixed by gauze and tapes to the camera bed holder. Body 

temperature was maintained with air blankets, and temperature, oxygen saturation, blood 
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pressure, and end-tidal CO2 were monitored for the duration of the study. All animal studies 

were conducted in compliance with the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals and 

were approved by the National Institute of Mental Health Animal Care and Use Committee. 

 

PET Data Acquisition 

 The baseline PET scan was acquired for all radioligands (injected activity, 249±78 MBq) 

using a microPET Focus 220 scanner (Siemens Medical Solutions, Knoxville, TN, USA), with 

frame duration ranging from 30 seconds to 10 minutes. For the pre-blocked scans, racemic 

PK11195 (5 mg/kg) was intravenously administered 5-10 minutes before the radioligand. All 

PET scans were acquired for 120 minutes at baseline and 90 minutes after pre-blocking. 

Concurrent arterial blood sampling was performed in all scans to obtain a radiometabolite-

corrected input function for quantification. PET images were reconstructed using Fourier 

rebinning algorithm plus two-dimensional filtered back projection with attenuation and scatter 

correction. 

 

Measurement of Parent Radioactivity in Plasma 

 Fifteen blood samples were drawn from an implanted port in the femoral artery during 

the PET scan every 15 seconds for the first two minutes, followed by sampling at 3, 5, 10, 30, 

60, 90, and 120 minutes (varying from 1.0 to 3.0 mL); 14 samples were drawn during the 90-

minute PET scan. The parent radioligand was separated from radiometabolites, as previously 

described (12). Plasma parent and whole blood activity concentration were fitted with a 

triexponential function. The plasma free fraction (fP) was measured by ultrafiltration, as 

previously described (13). 
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Kinetic Analysis 

All kinetic analyses were performed using PMOD 3.9 (PMOD Technologies Ltd., Zurich, 

Switzerland). VT was estimated with Logan graphical analysis (LGA) using 90 minutes of brain 

time-activity curves and the radiometabolite-corrected arterial input function for both baseline 

and pre-blocked studies. Details of the kinetic analysis are provided in the supplemental 

materials (14). 

 

Estimating Ratio of Specific to Nondisplaceable Uptake 

BPND was used to compare the performance of the six radioligands; this measure is a ratio 

of receptor-specific (VS; VT - VND) to nondisplaceable uptake (VND; free plus nonspecific binding) 

at equilibrium. In our opinion, BPND is a better binding measure than VT because BPND directly 

quantifies specific binding. BPND is also more suitable than VS because it is a “signal to noise” 

measurement that takes background into consideration. BPND was calculated as follows (15): 

𝐵𝑃𝑁𝐷 =  
𝑉𝑇 −  𝑉𝑁𝐷

𝑉𝑁𝐷
=  

𝑉𝑇

𝑉𝑁𝐷
− 1 

where VT refers to VT at baseline, and VND was estimated by the Lassen plot. 

 Because only unbound parent radioligand contributes to specific binding to the receptor, 

and because fP was significantly different before and after pre-blocking (see Results), brain 

uptake and BPND were calculated and compared for the six radioligands using VT and VND values 

corrected for fP as VT/fP and VND/fP, respectively. 

 

Time Stability Analysis of VT  

To determine the minimal scan duration needed to reliably measure VT and to indirectly 

assess whether radiometabolites enter the brain, time stability was evaluated by using 120 
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minutes of baseline PET data with truncated acquisition duration from 30 to 120 minutes in 10-

minute increments. The identifiability of VT was also evaluated as %SE at each truncated scan 

duration. 

 

Ex Vivo Blood Cell Analysis 

The utility of radioligand uptake was investigated in blood cells as a surrogate for brain 

uptake. Radioactivity concentration in ex vivo blood cells (CBC) was calculated at both baseline 

and in pre-blocked studies as follows (16): 

𝐶𝐵𝐶 = 𝐶𝑃𝐿 +
(𝐶𝑊𝐵 − 𝐶𝑃𝐿)

𝐻𝑐𝑡
 

Here, CBC, CPL, and CWB indicate radioactivity concentrations in the blood cells, plasma, and 

whole blood, respectively, and Hct indicates hematocrit. The distribution volume in blood cells 

(VBC) was then obtained by dividing CBC by the radioactivity concentration of the parent 

radioligand in plasma and then corrected for fP (VBC/fP). The correlation between VBC/fP and 

whole-brain VT/fP and between percentage blockade calculated using VBC/fP and whole-brain 

VT/fP were assessed using linear regression analysis. 

 

Replication Study and Statistical Analysis 

 Based on the results of the first scans, replication studies were conducted for selected 

radioligands in different monkeys to confirm either the radioligands’ most favorable properties 

or aberrant data. When multiple experiments were performed with the same radioligand, 

quantitative results are presented as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical significance was set at 

P<0.05. All statistical analyses were conducted with Prism 5 (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, 

USA). 
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RESULTS 

Uptake in Monkey Brain 

 Brain radioactivity at baseline increased rapidly and reached its peak SUV (2.7) at ~25 

minutes post-injection (Figs. 2A, 2B) except for the p-trifluoromethyl radioligand, which showed 

very slow uptake with a time-to-peak of 75 minutes. The m-trifluoromethyl radioligand showed 

the highest peak uptake (SUV=3.4), and the m-fluoro radioligand showed the lowest peak uptake 

(2.6). The brain region with the highest peak SUV was the striatum (3.9), followed by the 

thalamus (3.2) and cerebellum (3.1); the parietal cortex had the lowest SUV (2.4). Peak 

radioactivity uptake in all regions was followed by a smooth decrease in radioactivity level; for 

example, radioactivity in the whole brain decreased by 37% at 90 minutes post-injection. In pre-

blocked scans, all six radioligands showed a similar brain uptake pattern. Brain radioactivity 

rapidly increased and reached a peak SUV of 4.1 at 3.5 minutes post-injection, followed by a 

rapid decline and then a slow washout (Figs. 2C, 2D). 

 

Plasma Concentration of Parent Radioligand 

 The concentration of parent radioligands in plasma peaked at 1.0–1.3 minutes after 

injection at baseline and then rapidly declined, followed by a slow terminal clearance phase. The 

fitting of plasma parent curves converged by tri-exponential function in all experiments (Fig. 3). 

The plasma parent fraction at baseline, expressed as a percentage of total plasma radioactivity, 

declined rapidly, and reached 50% at 25.6±11.6 minutes for the m-fluoro, p-fluoro, and o-

trifluoromethyl radioligands (Supplemental Fig. 1). In contrast, the o-fluoro and the m-

trifluoromethyl radioligand showed a slower decline, reaching 50% at 50.7±14.5 minutes after 

injection, and the p-trifluoromethyl radioligand exhibited unusually high plasma parent fraction 
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(>90%) during the entire 120 minutes of the scan. In pre-blocked scans, the parent radioactivity 

concentrations in plasma showed a rapid increase, reaching the peak at 1.0–1.5 minutes, 

followed by a fast washout and then a slow terminal clearance phase in all radioligands. As in 

our prior studies (11,17), the peak concentration of parent radioligand in plasma was much 

higher in the pre-blocked scans than in the baseline scans, because PK11195 blocks the 

distribution of radioligand to peripheral organs—like lung and kidneys—that have high densities 

of TSPO. The temporal changes of parent fraction in plasma were similar in all radioligands, 

characterized by a rapid decline that reached <50% by 30 minutes, with a subsequent gradual 

decline.  

Reversed-phase high-performance liquid chromatography of plasma revealed at least five 

radiometabolites, all of which appeared less lipophilic than the parent radioligand. A lipophilic 

radiometabolite appeared in plasma from all radioligand experiments, except the baseline study 

of the p-trifluoromethyl radioligand. Nonetheless, the amount was negligible (0.07±0.08% of 

total plasma radioactivity across all arterial samples). The fP was 17.3±8.2% at baseline for the 

fluoro radioligands, whereas it was significantly higher (22.3±11.3%) after pre-blocking (n=9, 

p=0.017). In contrast, there was no significant difference in fP at baseline and after pre-blocking 

for the trifluoromethyl radioligands; fP was 10.1±2.9% at baseline and 10.6±3.1% at pre-block 

(n=5, p=0.423). 

 

Kinetic Analysis 

Brain uptake was well quantified by LGA, which does not require specific compartment 

configurations. Regional brain uptake was reliably quantified as VT with excellent identifiability 

(%SE<10%) in all baseline and pre-blocked studies. The trifluoromethyl radioligands generally 
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showed higher VT/fP (mL∙cm-3) for baseline and pre-blocked conditions than the fluoro 

radioligands (363 vs. 138 at baseline and 50 vs. 23 at pre-block, respectively) (Fig. 4). The p-

trifluoromethyl radioligand had the highest VT/fP (493) at baseline, followed by the m-

trifluoromethyl (411) and o-fluoro (223) radioligands (Table 1). The three brain regions with the 

highest VT/fP were the striatum (286), thalamus (283), and frontal cortex (269). The three with 

the lowest VT/fP were the cerebellum (208), amygdala (228), and occipital cortex (243). The 

percentage blockade by PK11195 was 82.5±7.3% and was similar for all six radioligands. 

 

Estimating Ratio of Specific to Nondisplaceable Uptake 

The o-fluoro radioligand exhibited the highest ratio of specific to nondisplaceable uptake 

(BPND, 12.1), followed by the m-trifluoromethyl (11.7) and m-fluoro (8.1) radioligands (Table 1). 

The Lassen plot analysis displayed excellent linear correlations (R2>0.90) at high receptor 

occupancies (>87%) in all radioligands (Supplemental Fig. 2). Estimated VND/fP (mL∙cm-3) 

values mainly ranged between 5.0 and 35.0, except for the p-trifluoromethyl radioligand (63.6). 

VND/fP was smallest for the p-fluoro radioligands (7.9), followed by m-fluoro (9.8) and o-fluoro 

(16.6) radioligands (Table 1). As shown in Supplemental Table 2, the results were similar to the 

analysis without fP correction.  

 

Time Stability of VT  

The whole-brain VT values asymptotically reached terminal values and converged within 

10% of their terminal values by 70 minutes of a 120-minute scan (Figs. 5A, 5B). VT values 

remained almost stable for the last 50 minutes, showing an average change of 4.7%, and could be 

quantified with excellent identifiability (%SE<5%) (Supplemental Fig. 3). The fluoro and 
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trifluoromethyl radioligands took a similar amount of time to achieve stable VT values (70 

minutes). The relatively stable VT measurement over the 70–120-minute scan period suggested 

no significant accumulation of radiometabolites in the brain.  

 

Performance Comparison with 11C-ER176 

 o-Fluoro, m-trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro radioligands showed similar or higher BPND 

than 11C-ER176 (8.9), while the other three showed slightly lower values (Table 1). Regarding 

the time stability of VT, it took a similar amount of time for whole-brain VT of 11C-ER176 and its 

six fluorine-containing analogs to reach and remain stable within 10% of their terminal values 

(90 vs. 70 minutes) (Fig. 5, Supplemental Fig. 4). 

 

Correlation between Radioligand Uptake in the Blood Cells and Brain 

Ex vivo blood cell uptake (VBC/fP) was well correlated with in vivo whole-brain VT/fP in 

both baseline (R2=0.938, p<0.001) and pre-blocked (R2=0.750, p=0.012) studies (Supplemental 

Fig. 5). The percent blockade of VBC/fP by PK11195 was also significantly correlated with that of 

whole-brain VT/fP (R
2=0.583, p=0.046). 

 

 

DISCUSSION 

Of the six 11C-ER176 analogs developed by our laboratory, the present study found that 

the o-fluoro, m-trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro compounds were the three most promising. All 

three had high BPND (the ratio of specific to nondisplaceable uptake) and stable VT measured 

over time in monkey brain, consistent with the lack of radiometabolite accumulation. 
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Specifically, the o-fluoro radioligand had the third-highest VT/fP at baseline (120 mL∙cm-3), 96% 

of which was specifically bound to TSPO, and the highest BPND (12.1), making it potentially the 

most promising of all six 11C-ER176 analogs. The m-trifluoromethyl radioligand showed the 

second-highest VT/fP at baseline (411 mL∙cm-3), high specific binding to TSPO (96%), and high 

BPND (11.7). The m-fluoro radioligand also showed high VT/fP at baseline (92 mL∙cm-3), high 

specific binding to TSPO (95.6%), and high BPND (8.1). For these three radioligands, VT values 

reached 90% of terminal 120-minute values by 70 minutes and remained relatively stable 

thereafter with excellent identifiability (%SE<5%), suggesting that no significant 

radiometabolites accumulated in the brain. 

In the present study, LGA was used to quantify and compare brain uptake across all six 

radioligands because neither the one- nor the two-tissue compartment models fitted perfectly for 

all studies. With LGA, VT was quantified with excellent identifiability (%SE<10%) in all 

baseline and pre-blocked studies. Logan-derived VND/fP and BPND values were within acceptable 

ranges and became less variable within each of the fluoro and trifluoromethyl radioligands. 

However, LGA tends to underestimate VT and BPND, typically 10–20% depending on both the 

noise level and radioligand concentration (18,19). It should be noted that the degree of 

underestimation in this study remains uncertain; however, given the same target (TSPO) and 

similar performance measures, we believe that the underestimation, if any, would have been 

consistent across all six radioligands and led to the same finding—that is, that the o-fluoro, m-

trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro analogs were the three best candidates.  

 Evaluation of VT stability with respect to scan duration allows one to: 1) determine the 

minimum scan time required to obtain a stable VT and 2) indirectly check the possibility of 

radiometabolite(s) accumulating in the brain. Acceptable scan durations typically occur when VT 
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in all regions approach 10% of a terminal value. If brain-penetrant radiometabolite(s) accumulate 

in the brain, VT is expected to increase continuously, making the values unlikely to reach a 

plateau and stabilize. Whether radiometabolites enter and accumulate in the brain is critical for 

imaging human TSPO, especially in LABs who have low specific binding. Although some small 

differences were noted between the radioligands,  the present study found that, for all six 

radioligands, whole-brain VT at baseline reached 10% of terminal value by 70 minutes and 5% 

by 90 minutes. This similarity in time stability suggests that it is unlikely that radiometabolites 

interfered with brain uptake.  

Interestingly, the present study found that ex vivo blood cells were a useful surrogate of 

brain tissue. Both VBC—the distribution volume of the blood cells—at baseline and under pre-

blocked conditions and the percentage blockade by PK11195 were well correlated with those of 

whole-brain VT/fP. The similarity between the two organs can be used to evaluate the 

radioligands that specifically bind to receptors expressed in both the brain and blood cells. For 

example, the blood cell analysis could be used as a quick screening tool for candidate 

radioligands or a non-imaging supplement to validate imaging results, thus aiding the 

development of new PET radioligands. However, the utility of ex vivo blood cells should be 

verified for individual radioligands because the two organs differ in their efflux systems and 

compartmental configurations. 

One of the advantages of 11C-ER176 is that it has adequately high TSPO-specific binding 

for quantification across all rs6971 genotypes. A previous postmortem analysis of human brain 

tissue measured the in vitro binding affinities (Ki) to all rs6971 genotypes for ER176 and these 

six fluorine-containing analogs (8,10). As summarized in Table 1, the p-trifluoromethyl 

compound showed the smallest ratio of 0.8 (i.e., binding affinity difference) between high-
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affinity binders and LABs, followed by ER176 (1.3), the m-trifluoromethyl (2.0) compound, the 

three fluoro compounds (2.7–2.9), and the o-trifluoromethyl (5.4) compound. Building on this 

finding, all six analogs investigated here are expected to achieve adequately high specific signal 

in LABs, at least higher than PBR28 (55.0) (5), which has been the most widely used of the 

second-generation TSPO radioligands.  

Taken together, these in vitro and in vivo data suggest that the o-fluoro, m-

trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro compounds appear to be the most promising analogs. However, all 

six radioligands performed well and with only small inter-ligand differences (Table 1). For 

example, the three fluoro radioligands exhibited similar BPND (4.8–12.1), time stability of VT (all 

achieved stable VT by 70 minutes), and binding affinity ratios (2.7–2.9), and all of these 

measures were comparable to those of 11C-ER176. Nevertheless, unexpected labeling issues 

(e.g., unsatisfactory yield, or perhaps only marginally acceptable molar activity for labeling 

trifluoromethyl groups) for fluorine-18 radioligands may also arise in their development, limiting 

the use of particular radioligands despite solid performances in their 11C-labeled forms. Thus, 

though the candidate radioligands have now been ranked, priorities for subsequent 18F-

radiolabeling will also be affected by the time and effort needed for radiochemistry. Moving 

forward, none of the six compounds will be excluded.  

The underlying assumption of this study is that 18F-labeled radioligands will perform 

similarly to their 11C -labeled versions. However, the performance of an 11C-labeled radioligand 

does not always guarantee success in its 18F-labeled form. 18F-labeling at a position different 

from an 11C position in the molecular structure may change the spectrum of radiometabolites and 

generate unexpected brain-penetrating radiometabolites. Defluorination may also occur to 

confound the accurate quantification of receptor-specific brain uptake. Although strategic 
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positioning of an 18F label can reduce the production of these troublesome radiometabolites, the 

in vivo metabolism of a radioligand (e.g., the sites of metabolic cleavage) is not always 

predictable and further varies across species (20). 

 

 

CONCLUSION 

The six fluorine-containing analogs of ER176 were relatively easily labeled with carbon-

11. PET imaging in monkey brain showed that all six 11C-labeled analogs had good BPND and 

good time stability of VT. Of the six ligands, the o-fluoro, m-trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro 

compounds were arguably the three best candidates to radiolabel with fluorine-18, a process that 

is expected to be quite challenging. 
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KEY POINTS 

Question: Which are the most promising fluorine-containing analogs of 11C-ER176 for 

subsequent 18F-radiolabeling? 

Pertinent Findings: This study used generic carbon-11 labeling and in vivo performance in 

monkey brain—BPND and time stability of VT—to select the most promising analogs among six 

candidates. The o-fluoro, m-trifluoromethyl, and m-fluoro compounds were arguably the three 

best candidates because they showed the three highest BPND values as well as good time stability 

of VT. 

Implications for Patient Care: The development of an 18F-labeled radioligand based on 11C-

ER176 would allow greater flexibility and more widespread use of TSPO PET. 
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FIGURE LEGENDS 

 

Figure 1. Chemical structures of 11C-ER176 and six fluorine-containing analogs. 
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Figure 2. Time-activity curves of whole-brain uptake in baseline and pre-blocked scans for the 

fluoro (A, C) and trifluoromethyl (B, D) radioligands. Point and bar represent mean standardized 

uptake value (SUV) and standard deviation, respectively. 
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Figure 3. Time course of radioactivity concentrations in plasma at baseline and in pre-blocked 

scans for the fluoro (A, C) and trifluoromethyl (B, D) radioligands. Point and bar represent mean 

standardized uptake value (SUV) and standard deviation, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Average parametric images of total TSPO binding (VT/fP) for 11C-ER176 and six 

analogs in monkey brain at baseline (top row) and pre-blocked scans (bottom row). Each VT/fP 

image was generated using 0–90 minutes of PET data obtained via Logan graphical analysis. 
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Figure 5. Time stability analysis of whole-brain total distribution volume (VT) for the fluoro (A) 

and trifluoromethyl (B) radioligands. VT was calculated via Logan graphical analysis and 

normalized to the terminal VT value at 120 minutes. Points represent the mean normalized VT 

(±SD). 
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Table 1. Comparison of total distribution volume (VT/fP), occupancy, nondisplaceable 

distribution volume (VND/fP), and nondisplaceable binding potential (BPND) of the whole brain 

among 11C-ER176 and six fluorine-containing analogs. 

  VT/fP (mL∙cm-3) 
    

  Baseline Pre-block 

Blockade 

(%) 

Occupancy 

(%) 

VND/fP  

(mL∙cm-3) BPND 

Binding affinity 

ratioa 

Reference 
       

11C-ER176 185.8 21.3 88.5 98.6 18.6 8.9 1.3 

Fluoro 
       

o-fluoro 223.8 33.3 85.0 92.9 16.6 12.1 2.8 

m-fluoro 92.2 12.7 84.9 95.6 9.8 8.1 2.7 

p-fluoro 45.3 13.4 70.3 89.0 7.9 4.8 2.9 

Trifluoromethyl  
       

o-trifluoromethyl 119.7 31.5 73.5 87.1 18.5 5.5 5.5 

m-trifluoromethyl 411.0 47.6 86.9 95.0 32.6 11.7 2.0 

p-trifluoromethyl 493.0 73.6 84.8 97.7 63.6 6.7 0.8 

 

Data are presented as mean. 

aRatio of binding affinity (Ki in nM) in low-affinity binders to that of high-affinity binders.  
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT 

 
 

 



 1 

Lee et al — In vivo evaluation of six analogs of 11C-ER176 as candidate 18F-labeled  

radioligands for translocator protein 18 kDa (TSPO) 

 

SUPPLEMENT 

Kinetic Analysis 

All kinetic analyses were performed using PMOD 3.9 (PMOD Technologies Ltd., Zurich, 

Switzerland). PET images were coregistered to a standardized monkey magnetic resonance 

imaging template (1). Thirty-four predefined brain regions of interest from the template were 

applied to the coregistered PET image to obtain regional time-activity curves. Brain uptake was 

expressed as a standardized uptake value (SUV), which normalizes for injected radioactivity and 

body weight. 

Distribution volume (VT) was estimated for different regions. For a more robust 

estimation of VT, Logan graphical analysis was used and applied to compare performance across 

all radioligands. For both baseline and pre-blocked conditions, only 90 minutes of brain time-

activity curves and the radiometabolite-corrected arterial input function were used. Starting PET 

frames used for regression were selected based on the equilibration time (t*) of the whole brain. 

The equilibration time was automatically determined for the maximum allowed regression error 

of 10%. The equilibration time was similar for the six radioligands and generally ranged between 

10 and 20 minutes. The identifiability of VT (i.e., percent standard error estimated from the 

theoretical parameter covariance matrix) was also determined. Parametric images of brain TSPO 

binding were generated for visual comparison of brain uptake among radioligands as well as 

between baseline and pre-blocked studies.  
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Supplemental Figure 1. Time course of parent fraction in plasma at baseline and for pre-

blocked scans for the fluoro (A, C) and trifluoromethyl (B, D) radioligands. 
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Supplemental Figure 2. Lassen plot to determine receptor occupancy and nondisplaceable 

distribution volume (VND/fP) of the fluoro (A) and trifluoromethyl (B) radioligands in monkey 

brain. One representative data point is plotted for the radioligands with multiple replication 

studies. 
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Supplemental Figure 3. Identifiability of whole-brain total distribution volume (VT) for the 

fluoro (A) and trifluoromethyl (B) radioligands. VT was calculated via Logan graphical analysis 

and normalized to the terminal VT value at 120 minutes. Points represent the mean normalized VT 

(± SD). 
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Supplemental Figure 4. Time-stability analysis (A) and identifiability (B) of whole-brain total 

distribution volume (VT) for 11C-ER176. VT was calculated via Logan graphical analysis and 

normalized to the terminal VT value at 120 minutes. Points represent the mean normalized VT (± 

SD). 
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Supplemental Figure 5. The correlation between distribution volume in blood cells corrected 

for plasma free fraction (VBC/fP) and whole-brain distribution volume (VT/fP) for baseline (A) and 

pre-blocked (B) scans.  
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Supplemental Table 1. Summary of experimental protocols for six fluorine-containing analogs 

of 11C-ER176 

 
Reference Fluoro Trifluoromethyl 

Radioligand 11C-ER176 o-fluoro m-fluoro p-fluoro o-trifluoromethyl m-trifluoromethyl p-trifluoromethyl 

No. of studies 2 4 3 2 1 3 1 

Weight  

(kg) 

11.1 12.9 11.3 12.8 13.9 12.3 14.4 

Injected activity  

(MBq) 

246 241 300 274 272 242 269 

Molar activity  

(MBq/nmol) 

107 132 341 223 88 87 204 

Injected mass  

(nmol/kg) 

0.29 0.16 0.10 0.16 0.22 0.40 0.09 

 

Data are presented as mean. 
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Supplemental Table 2. Comparison of total distribution volume (VT), occupancy, 

nondisplaceable distribution volume (VND), and nondisplaceable binding potential (BPND) of the 

whole brain among 11C-ER176 and six fluorine-containing analogs. 

  VT (mL∙cm-3) 
    

  Baseline Pre-block 

Blockade 

(%) 

Occupancy 

(%) 

VND 

(mL∙cm-3) BPND 

Binding affinity 

ratioa 

Reference 
       

11C-ER176 20.5 2.9 85.4 98.3 2.5 6.8 1.3 

Fluoro  
       

o-fluoro 18.9 3.4 81.1 91.9 2.0 9.6 2.8 

m-fluoro 17.9 3.3 78.1 90.0 2.6 5.9 2.7 

p-fluoro 12.2 3.8 69.2 87.0 2.7 3.7 2.9 

Trifluoromethyl  
       

o-trifluoromethyl 17.8 5.1 71.4 86.0 3.0 4.9 5.5 

m-trifluoromethyl 35.7 4.3 87.1 95.3 2.9 11.6 2.0 

p-trifluoromethyl 41.0 7.0 82.6 97.3 6.1 5.7 0.8 

 

Data are presented as mean. 

a Ratio of binding affinity (Ki in nM) in low-affinity binders to that of high-affinity binders.  

 


